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Your Right Action Number, and an Autobiography of a Numerologist Juno Jordan 1980

of numerology, and then examines the fundamentals of this science.
Diagrams and easy-to-follow instructions guide you in constructing your
personal numerological chart.
Numerology: The Complete Guide - Matthew Oliver Goodwin 2005-08-15
Numerology, the simplest of the occult sciences to master, offers deep
insights into the personality. You can use numerology to understand
yourself, friends, associates, and lovers. You can see the dynamics of
relationships and you can determine the best time to marry, change jobs,
move, invest, and travel. Here is the definitive work on Numerology.
Organized for clarity that a beginner can grasp easily and detailed so
that the advanced student will find useful new information. This volume
is designed as a working manual. Among its features are many examples
and some new material on the meanings of the Master Numbers and
Doubled Numbers.
Chaldean Numerology for Beginners - Heather Alicia Lagan 2011
A master numerologist presents an introductory guide to Chaldean
numerology, the original form of numerology upon which all later
systems were based, that features tips and techniques for decoding the
energetic vibrations and information held in names, birthdates,
addresses, and more. Original.
The Complete Book of Numerology - David A. Phillips, Ph.D.
2005-11-01
To the conventional scientist, numbers are merely symbols of
comparative quantities, but in the broader, metaphysical sense, they
assume a deeper, more profound significance. The Complete Book of
Numerology reveals the underlying meaning behind the numbers in your
life and enables you to understand the connection between your
numerological patterns and your degree of abundance, health, and
general well-being. Overall, delving into the world of numbers will
provide you with a simple and accurate way to decipher your experiences
in the same manner that a road map helps you navigate a route that you
haven’t previously traveled.
Modern Numerology - Morris C. Goodman 1968

Glynis Has Your Number - Glynis McCants 2009-06-15
An accessible guide to everything the simple art of numerology can
reveal about your friends, loved ones, colleagues, and--especially-yourself! Glynis McCants has gained a huge following with her on-target
celebrity predictions. Now she's set to help readers lead the life they
want with her simple numerology system. Using an ancient but
surprisingly easy system of numbers, Glynis will show readers how to
recognize their strengths, break harmful patterns, and change their lives
for the better. In Glynis Has Your Number, Glynis shows us how to find
the unique set of numbers that "vibrate" within each of us, and how these
numbers affect every aspect of our lives. Glynis gives readers all the
tools they need to test their compatibility with loved ones, better
navigate the waters at work, and find success by choosing pursuits that
are in sync with their numbers.
Numbers - Paul Minar 2006-06
Numbers: The Energy Forces In Your Name is a comprehensive yet easyto-understand guide to the meaning and methods of Numerology,
including how to use the nine creative forces in your name. Author Paul
Minar combines modern techniques with information channeled to him
by the ancient mathematician and "father of Numerology", Pythagoras.
Sample charts and motivational exercises reveal the incredible power of
Numerology: the numbers/alphabet connection the nine parts of God's
creative geometry discovering your "numerical DNA" creating successful
outcomes change your name, change your destiny Numerology for
animals Numerology for fast, easy decision making "By the numbers you
shall know them! Paul Minar has opened the door to a new universe of
understanding-a new blessing of creativity and wonderment. So simple,
yet so profound!" -Reverend Kay Stahli "I had a Numerology reading with
Paul and he really knows what he's talking about -everything discussed
in the reading has come to pass. I highly recommend Paul's book for both
novice and professional." -Alisa Moore, M.S. CHT
Numerology for Beginners - Gerie Bauer 2000
Within a few minutes, learn to assess vibrations surrounding a specific
year, month, and day--even a specific person--through this numerology
guide.
Numerology Easy Guide for Beginners - Michelle Northrup 2021-04-29
Numerology, which is simply the study of numbers, is an ancient tool
used to learn more about a person. Each number involved in a
numerology reading explains a different aspect about a person, and all it
uses are simple things like their name and birth date... Numerology also
has connections with other metaphysical tools, such as astrology and
tarot. If you are looking for new insights into your life, then you will find
numerology extremely helpful as this book will cover all of this and
more... In this book you'll learn: What numerology is How to create your
birth chart The meanings of numerology numbers How numerology
relates to astrology How numerology relates to tarot Where these
practices came from Techniques to empower yourself with these arts
Ways to find love using these arts What master numbers are What
numbers can tell about you And so much more! The best thing about
numerology is that it is really easy to learn. Once you have figured out
the equation for the different numbers, you can provide anybody with a
numerology reading. It's a simple way to get a little insight into your
life... If you are looking to learn a new skill, or if you just want to learn
something fun and easy to understand, then this Numerology book is for
you! Grab your copy of Numerology Easy Guide for Beginners now!
Numerology - Ruth A. Drayer 2013-09-05
Numerology is the art and science of interpreting how numbers influence
our lives and destinies. Numerology is a clear, concise guide for
understanding and implementing this fascinating subject. Written for the
beginner as well as the advanced student, the book begins with a history
numerology-the-romance-in-your-name

Your Days Are Numbered - Florence Campbell 1982
A Beginner's Guide to Numerology - Joy Woodward 2019-12-24
Explore numerology and discover deeper meanings in your life What if
you could deduce a great deal about yourself, or someone else, simply
based on your birthday and name? Numerology is the system that reveals
the hidden meanings around numbers. A Beginner's Guide to
Numerology will teach you to harness your intuition, learn more about
others, and make big decisions. Tap into your highest potential to
understand vibrations and learn the qualities associated with each
number. By looking at the secret meaning in numbers, names, and more,
you'll have a better knowledge of yourself and others. This awesome
book on numerology includes: Core numbers--Compile your profile to
learn about yourself, see your karmic debt and karmic lessons, and
discover your soul's purpose. Friends and family--Use more readings and
unique charts to decode the relationships you have with friends, family
members, and significant others. Mystical connections--Use the practices
of astrology, tarot, and crystals to make even more connections and
deepen your numerological powers. When it comes to books about this
belief system, A Beginner's Guide to Numerology has what you're looking
for. Decode. Discover. Deepen your life's purpose.
The Philosophy of Numbers, Their Tone & Colors - Dow L. Balliett
1969-06
1908 Contents: Your First Birth; Eventful Births; If We Have Individual
Colors, When & How Did We First Receive Them?; Use of Birth
Vibrations; Meaning of Colors as Disclosed Through Vibration of
Numbers as Taught by Pythagoras; Exercises; Reading.
Love by the Numbers - Glynis McCants 2010-11-01
The love you have always desired is in the Numbers… International
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bestselling author and media sensation Glynis McCants created this
exciting guide to love through the power of Numerology because she
believes that the greatest gift one can receive is that of true and lasting
love. The secret is in understanding you and your partner by the
Numbers, and gaining the insights you need to keep your love thriving!
Glynis' celebrated system is a contemporary spin on the ancient Science
of Numerology that is easy to use and amazingly accurate. She'll teach
you the simple way to create a Numerology Blueprint that reveals what
kind of mate would fulfill your—or a potential mate's—innermost needs
and desires. If you're single, you'll learn how to pick the right partner
from the start! If you're in a relationship that's lost its spark, you'll have
the information you need to reignite the passionate love you once had.
With Love by the Numbers as your guide, you can ensure that your love
relationship stays healthy, satisfying, and on track for a lifetime. Acclaim
for Glynis McCants L.A. Confidential magazine "To put it simply, if cupid
and a clairvoyant were to have an affair, Glynis McCants would very
much look like their offspring." Leeza Gibbons, talk show host "Whether
it's the numbers of our favorite celebrity couples or our own bouts with
cupid's arrow, we all want to gain more insight into what makes love
work and how we can be better at it! Glynis' Numerology is like GPS for
those who are tired of being lost on the road to love." John Edward,
psychic medium "When I think about Numerology I think about two
people: Pythagoras and his modern day equivalent, Glynis McCants, The
Numbers Lady. Glynis has taken a historic metaphysical science and
transformed it into an easy to understand, organized and quite honestly
entertaining field of study. To sum it up, she's GOT your Number—now
it's time for you to get it."
Your Days are Numbered - Florence Campbell 1931

terms of its Tarot symbolism. Each ofthe Tarot cards is illustrated.
Numerology and the Divine Triangle isthe book to which all books on the
subject will be compared from now on.
The Numerology Handbook - Tania Gabrielle 2019-01-22
Crack the codes to success in money, love, home, and career by
unlocking the secrets of the numbers in your daily life. Numbers are
everywhere in our everyday lives—our addresses, bank accounts,
birthdays, anniversaries. Even the letters in your name reduce to a
numerical formula. These series of numbers all contain codes as to where
you can find fortune and cycles of opportunity in your career, home,
relationships, and life events. You can even use numbers to determine
your soul's purpose. The Numerology Handbook enables you to quickly
decipher numerical codes and patterns to forecast outcomes and take
advantage of opportunities. Once you understand the significance of
numbers, you'll be able to select the most opportune dates and
corresponding numerical formulas when buying a home, launching a
business, or planning an important event. This fascinating and portable
guide helps you learn what messages the numbers in your life hold. The
Numerology Handbook is the codex to break the codes.
Sacred Science of Numbers - Corinne Heline 1981-06-01
Teach Yourself Numerology - Pandit Gopal Sharma 2006-11-15
Product Dimensions: 16x11x0.6 cm.- Introduction - History of
Numerology - Meanings of Numbers - The Master Numbers - Vedic
Numerology - The life Path Numbers - The Name Numbers - Birthdays --In Focus Numerology - Sasha Fenton 2020-08-04
Your go-to reference for everything you need to know about numerology.
A Practical Introduction to Numerology - Sonia Ducie 2019-12-10
Numerology - the science, psychology and philosophy of numbers enables us to use our mind and intuition to observe, connect with and
interpret the cycle of numbers governing all aspects of life (1 to 9). Each
of these numbers has its own set of qualities and meanings that can
influence us at different levels - physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
- in order to really make the most of life. After an insightful introduction
about why the subject of Numerology is so worth exploring and the
benefits it can bring, each main chapter then addresses key questions
such as: Where does Numerology come from and how does it work? What
are the benefits of applying Numerology to our lives? Can Numerology
give me more insight into my own, or others', character? Can
Numerology influence my aspirations and decisions in life? And finally,
how can Numerology help me to become more aware of the bigger
picture in life and make a wider contribution to society?
Numbers and You: A Numerology Guide for Everyday Living - Lloyd
Strayhorn 2011-01-12
Harness the power of numbers! Numerology has been around since the
sixth century B.C. and has been used throughout the ages to reveal the
secrets of personality . . . to determine the numerical vibrations
surrounding different aspects of life . . . and to select the key numbers in
your life that will lead to happiness and prosperity. If you can count on
your fingers, you can use this ancient system to discover: • What is the
purpose of your life? • Which day is your sexuality highest? • Which
lottery numbers should you choose? • When is the best time to make
decisions? • What cities are the best for you to live in? • How can you tell
if someone's right for you? Featuring numerological profiles of famous
people and trends!
Numerology - Harish Johari 1990-11-01
For the first time, a Tantric scholar and expert in the Hindu traditions of
Ayurveda and astrology presents a system of numerology that combines
numerical calculations, astrological data, and an analysis of body type.
He illustrates the Vedic Square and the visual patterns that can be
derived from it, casting a revealing light on the more esoteric
interpretations of numbers and their relationship to one another.
Recommendations are given regarding strong and weak periods of day or
year, favorable colors and precious stones to be worn, and meditations
and mantras to be practiced for health and prosperity. Explains how to
determine the psychic number, name number, and destiny number; how
these numbers relate to each of the nine planets, and how they apply to
every aspect of life--including personality, temperament, intelligence,
talents, sexuality, spirituality, finances, travel, and health.
The Heart of Numerology - Lynn Buess 2012-10-01
Perhaps you have read a little about numerology and wondered just how
it manages to reveal so much. If you have been looking for more
information to take you beyond the elementary texts and teachings of
numbers, you have come to the right place. By choosing the study of this
symbolic matrix, you have chosen a path that can take you into the most

Numerology - Remington Donovan 2021-11-11
Numerology - A Beginner's Guide to the Mystic Significance of Numbers
explores everything from karmic and life path numbers, to how to
incorporate lucky numbers into everyday life. Numerology is the study of
numbers and their repetition, in order to interpret their relation and
relevance to our lives. Ranging from 0–11, each number has a specific
meaning, and by adding up the numbers of a specific date, you will come
to a number within that range that can then be interpreted – think
predictions of character traits based on birthdays, charts for the weeks,
months and years ahead. With Remington Donovan's accessible, fun and
vibrant guidance, Numerology opens your eyes to the importance of
numbers, shows you how to build a numerology chart, and reveals the
ways in which you can glean their relevance in every part of life.
The Secret Language of Your Name - Neil Koelmeyer 2012-03-06
Outlines step-by-step guidelines for using numerological insights to
promote greater success and well-being, explaining how to evaluate
one's compatibility with others, choose powerful baby names and
improve relationships. Original. 20,000 first printing.
The Angel Numbers Book - Mystic Michaela 2021-12-14
"Have you ever noticed yourself waking up at exactly the same time
every night? Or find yourself stuck on a certain page number of a book?
What about seeing those very numbers repeated on signs and license
plates while you travel? Numbers repeated throughout your day are one
major way that angels communicate guidance, warning, and praise to let
you know whether the path you are on is right for you. The Angel
Numbers Book can help you decipher these messages. Here you'll
receive the tools to understand the meaning of each number and number
pattern sent by your angel guides. You'll also find space to record and
reflect on the numbers you see, cultivating meanings that are personal to
you and your experiences. You'll learn to turn your attention toward the
communications of your angel guides, strengthen your understanding of
the messages they are sending, and stay more tune in whenever they're
trying to speak to you. Unlock your potential -- and light the way to a
more satisfying, meaningful life -- with The Angel Numbers Book!" -Encyclopedia of Numerology - Dr. M. Katakkar 2016-02-05
You have now, for the first time an authentic and comprehensive book on
the mysteries of numbers revealed by the ancient masters. This book is
therefore the final word on numerology and a powerful key to the
shaping of your destiny.Encyclopedia of Numer
Numerology and the Divine Triangle - Faith Javane 2021-09-28
At last a truly comprehensive and authoritative text on numerology!Part I
is a complete introduction to esoteric numerology.Part II includes
extensive delineations of each of the numbers 1 to 78and, for the first
time in book form, a synthesis of numerology,astrology and the Tarot.
Each number is explained as personal numbervibrations, as a temporary
number vibration, in terms of itsastrological correspondence and in
numerology-the-romance-in-your-name
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sublime heights and penetrating depths of human consciousness and
beyond. Do you want to know a secret? Many of them can be revealed as
you weave your way through a multidimensional journey of symbolic
delight that numerology presents. Lynn Buess, MA, EdS, has served
more than one half of a century studying, teaching, and counseling in the
field of symbols, cycles, and numbers. Lynn is well qualified to be the one
to outline this journey and help show you the way. He is the only
practicing professional numerologist to have completed two accredited
graduate degrees in which he specialized in the meaning of numbers and
symbols and the psychological application of these symbols to life. In his
teaching, he reveals the psychology, cosmology, and spirituality of
numerology. To him, numbers are not a static set of symbols; rather, they
are like cosmic chords of sound and light that help make up the rhythms
of the cosmic dance. Would you like to dance?
Love and Sex by the Numbers - Pam Bell 2000-11-21
Love and Sex by the Numbers helps you take positive steps to improve
your love life and create the positive relationships you deserve. In this
insightful guide, noted professional numerologist Pam Bell uses the timehonored art of numerology to pinpoint the romantic, intellectual, sexual,
and lifestyle needs of an individual , and to unveil the secrets to a
couple's long-lasting happiness. Whether you and your partner think
exactly alike or have found that opposites really do attract, numerology
can help you achieve a more balanced and loving relationship by defining
the effect you have on each other and the synergy of compatibility,
enables, you to delve deeper into your psyche, and reveals hoe to
recognize a true soulmate-all through the numbers embedded in your
name and birthday.
Numerology Made Easy - Michelle Buchanan 2018-09-25
An accessible, authoritative guide to numerology and how it can help you
understand yourself and work with the energies each year ahead holds
for you. Our date of birth and our name can say a lot about our life's
purpose, and even help us make informed decisions for the future. The
answers are easy to discover through numerology. Michelle Buchanan
began studying numerology 27 years ago after her life was turned
around by a reading she received. She now helps others transform their
lives through the wisdom of this ancient system. In this book, she
explains how numerology can provide insight into who we are, why we
are here and where we are going. This book will help readers to: Uncover their pre-chosen destiny and life purpose - Forecast and plan
their future - Discover their strengths, challenges, life lessons, and
potential - Choose a suitable career, relationship, and place of residence Plan important life events such as a marriage, job change, house move or
trip This title was previously published within the Hay House Basics
series.
Instant Numerology - Sandra Kovacs Stein 1986
Enables even the most casual reader to immediately apply and interpret
the basic principles of numerology in their own lives.
Love Numbers - Margaret Arnold 2002-09-01
Why do some relationships work and others fail? Why do you
immediately like some people while others leave you cold? The answer to
these questions lies in the interrelationships of energy patterns called
vibrations, which make up our bodies and personalities. "Love Numbers"
gives readers all the simple formulas needed to determine the
numerology for anyone.
Numerology for Healing - Michael Brill 2008-11-25
A unique approach to using numerology to identify life challenges and
karmic lessons to heal emotional and physical problems • Provides a
clear method for identifying challenges specific to your birthday and
name • Details 185 health conditions and how to address the causes
using numerology--from addictions and Alzheimer’s disease to thyroid
problems, heart failure, and cancer • Offers guidance in understanding
universal abandonment issues and how these affect our behavior In
Numerology for Healing, Michael Brill combines numerology with
psychology, quantum physics, and the concepts of gematria and
reincarnation to create a unique approach to healing emotional and
physical problems based on life challenges and karmic lessons. Humans
suffer from a profound sense of abandonment when the soul is decanted
from the Universal Oneness into the confines of a personality. Brill
explains how this sense of abandonment manifests itself in two principal
types of behavior: people work to be loved and appreciated for who they
are, or they try to control and micromanage their lives and relationships
so that nothing goes wrong. Both of these behavior patterns are
exhausting physically, emotionally, and mentally and are clear catalysts
for illness. Brill details 185 physical and mental health conditions and
shows how to identify and treat the causes--from addictions and
numerology-the-romance-in-your-name

Alzheimer’s disease to thyroid problems, heart failure, and cancer. For
instance, he reveals that, in general, illnesses beginning with the letter
“A” (acne and alcoholism) have issues of self-esteem as one of the basic
causes, whereas illnesses beginning with letter “G” (gallstones and
glaucoma) are associated with a need to be in control, in relationships or
at work. By using the numerology of your birth date and name,
Numerology for Healing makes it easy to identify your positive and
negative tendencies and characteristics and to use them as the key to
achieving a healthier life.
Crystals and Numerology - Editha Wuest 2021-01-26
• Explains how to calculate your personal numbers and work with
gemstones to enhance the strengths of your numbers and overcome
weaknesses • Explores which crystals resonate most with each number’s
energy, including detailed descriptions of the gemstones’ spiritual,
mental, and physical qualities alongside beautiful photographs • Offers
affirmations, meditations, and crystal healing techniques to connect with
the energies of the gemstones Numerology offers a surprisingly accurate
tool to gain insight into your character, talents, and abilities by analyzing
the numbers in your birthdate, the numeric values of the letters in your
name, and the numbers that serendipitously appear in your life again and
again. While our personal numbers are the mirror that reflects our inner
world, crystals are our helpers in the outer world to harmonize the
energies we were born with. They are gifts from the earth that we are
offered to unfold our divine potential. Through their beauty and wisdom,
they can help us be more in tune with our destiny. In this full-color guide,
the authors explain how to calculate your personal numbers and work
with the healing energies of gemstones to unfold the full potential your
numbers reveal. Each of the numbers 0 to 9 is explained on the
numerological level, including their qualities, energies, and how they act
on human consciousness. The authors then describe which crystals
resonate most with each number’s energy and which offer
complementary energies, providing detailed descriptions of the
gemstones’ spiritual, mental, and physical qualities alongside beautiful
photographs. The authors also offer affirmations, meditations, and
crystal healing techniques to connect with the energies of the
gemstones. By working with the gemstones that resonate with your
numerology, you can enhance the strengths of your personal numbers. If
a certain number’s weaknesses are manifesting in your life, you can
discover crystals that will help to integrate and balance the number’s
hindering effects. Together, numbers and stones offer a wonderful
possibility to find your own way, recognize your true self, heal, and
harmonize with the world around you. Let the numbers guide you and
the crystals empower you!
Numerology - Juno Jordan 1977-01-01
The Numerology Guidebook - Michelle Buchanan 2013-12-02
Learn how numbers influence your work, love life, your finances, travel
and your deeper spiritual destiny. Numerology is the ancient
metaphysical science of numbers where your name and date of birth
reveal the blueprint of your life. The Numerology Guidebook will uncover
your destiny and life purpose, along with your future potential, in a
simple and easy-to-understand way. Whether you’re looking to choose
your ideal partner or career, a business name, or your wedding day,
numerologist Michelle Buchananwill show you how. Numerology is the
ultimate tool for self-love and understanding that will help you improve
your relationships with others and yourself. If you’re interested in
parenting or manifesting "by the numbers"—or you simply need help
deciding whether to use your maiden or married name after marriage or
divorce—this is the perfect book for you. The Numerology Guidebook will
teach you everything you need to know about forecasting major life
events, such as the best time to: · get married (or end a relationship) ·
have children · change jobs · move home · focus on your finances, travel,
study, or work on your personal and spiritual development. Whether
you’re curious about house numbers or pet numbers, or in search of a life
of happiness and meaning, the ancient science of numbers will assist you
on your journey!
The Big Book of Numerology - Shirley Blackwell Lawrence 2019-08-01
This is unlike any other book on numerology, because it reveals the
science behind this ancient mystical art and explains why it works. It is
also the first book to present a thorough explanation of the numbers and
letters, starting with their origins--the how and why of their design--and
exploring their nature in names and language. In addition, it introduces
the Inner Guidance Number, a powerful tool for accessing our inner
knowing. Note: This is a repackaging of The Secret Science of
Numerology: The Hidden Meaning of Numbers and Letters by Shirley
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and destiny
Numerology - Jason Williams 2016-09-28
What Do the Numbers of Your Life Say about You? If so, this expanded
2nd edition of Numerology: Uncover Your Destiny with Numbers is the
book you've been looking for! Inside this fascinating guidebook, Jason
Williams explains why numbers are so much more than just numbers. He
helps you discover the hidden, powerful meanings of the many numbers
that define your life - and create a deep awareness of yourself and other
people! Jason Shares Many Powerful Numerology Insights: Knowing
what your Birth Path Number says about your character and destiny
Understanding your relationships with Compatibility Numbers Peering
into your destiny with your Life Path Number Unlocking the financial
secrets of your Money Number Finding motivation and drive with
Numerology Uncovering your Hidden Passion Numbers - and your
talents! and much more! The numbers that surround you in your daily
life have so much to say about you! When you read Numerology: Uncover
Your Destiny with Numbers, you'll follow Jason Williams through a
magical land of hidden connections and secret knowledge. He explains
the intriguing and enlightening connections between numerology,
astrology, and the tarot. For example, the planet Mercury is connected to
the Magician card - and the number 1! Jason shares fascinating
connections and secrets about the single-digit numbers from 1 to 9 and
the meanings of every double digit number from 10 to 99. He explains
balance numbers, cornerstone numbers, capstone numbers, key numbers
- and how they affect your daily life! You'll even learn how first vowels
affect numerology predictions! Don't wait another second to enter this
amazing realm of knowledge and insight - get your copy of Numerology
today!

Lawrence (New Page, 2001; ISBN: 9781564145291), which has until
recently only been available via Lightning Source.
Numerology - Hans Decoz 2001-01-01
For lovers of tarot, astrology, and deepening your connection with
yourself and others-- a divine roadmap to numerology Ever notice how
some numbers seem to follow us throughout the course of our lives?
Consider the numbers we choose when buying a lotto ticket--birth dates,
anniversaries, ages, and addresses as well as other hopefully lucky
numbers. They each have some personal meaning. Through the
centuries, numerologists have been studying the significance of numbers
and perfecting their art in the belief that numbers strongly influence
both our behavior and our fate. They have learned that by understanding
the meaning of numbers, we can gain greater insight into ourselves. In
Numerology: Key to Your Inner Self, world-renowned numerologist Hans
Decoz and accomplished writer Tom Monte have teamed together to
produce an easy-to-understand guide that introduces the reader to the
basic concepts and applications of numerology. Presented here is a
technique that relates the major questions of an individual’s life –his
talents, challenges, career, and personal growth--with the basic numeric
facts of his existence--his birth date and name. The book begins with a
fascinating explanation of what numerology is and an intriguing look at
the philosophy that lies behind it. It then examines how numerology
works, focusing on the numeric meanings of personal names, birth dates,
and language in general. Included is a step-by-step guide to calculating
your own numbers and interpreting them in chart form.
Numerology Has Your Number - Ellin Dodge 1988-08-15
Explains how to calculate one's personal numbers and determine what
they reveal about motivations, marriage, self-image, job opportunities,
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